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1. Introduction

The study of correlation between different relatives under diffe
rent inbred systems has been done by different authors such as Fisher
[1], Kempthorne [6], Homer [5], Li [10], Korde [9], George [3] and
George and Narain [4], The study of wright is through the path
coefficient approach. Eventhough this method is very easy for the
calculations of the correlation between relatives, the joint distribution
between the two relatives cannot be obtained by this method.
Kempthorne and others delt with the study of correlations in inbred
population by the method of generation matrix approach. By this
method they could derive the joint distribution of the pairs of
relatives at any generation of a specified system of mating and thus
the correlation is worked out directly from the two-way table of the
relatives, known as' the "Correlation Table". All these authors
confine to the two systems of mating namely full-sib mating and
parent off-spring mating for both autosomal as well as sex-linked
gene case. As the generation matrix in the case of half-sibs are not
eaisly possible, the study of the joint distribution between half-sibs
paris and the correlation there-from are not attempted so far.

•In this paper an attempt has been made to study the patent
offspring correlation under the different generations of half-sib
mating for one parent and one offspring, one parent and several
offspring and both the parents and several offspring cases.

2.1 Joint Distribution And the Correlation Coefficient of Parent-
Offspring Pairs Under Half-Sib Mating
The joint distribution of parent and offspring pairs under the

first generation of half-sib mating can be obtained as :
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is the generation matrix of parent-offspring mating in the autosomal

gene case as explained by George [3] and C/'") is the column vector
of th^ frequencies of half-sib pairs under random mating consider the

case of single locus with two alleles, say A and a, thus the frequenci

es of half-sib pairs under random mating arranged in the order of

(AA,AA), (AA,Aa), (AA.aa), (Aa,AA), (Aa,Aa), (Aa,aa), (aa,AA),

aa,Aa), (aa,aa), is a column as ;

ip3(l+P)

ip2q(l+2p):

ip2q(l+2p)

i P q (1+4 p q)

ipq2 (l-f 2q)

I p2 q2

^pq2 (l+2q)

UMl+q)

and ^'1) stands for the column vector of frequencies of the parent
off-spring pairs in the first generation of half-sib mating. Hence the
joint distribution of parent-offspring pairs in the first generation of
half-sib mating can be obtained as given in table 1.
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TABLE 1

Offspring

AA Aa aa Total

AA iP^ (l + 3p) 0 P^

parent Aa Apq (l + 6p) p q ip q (l+6q) 2p q

aa 0 f p q' JqMl + 3q) q2

Total |p(l+7p) j pq iq(l + 7q) 1

the first generation ofhalf-sib mating can be obtained from the above
table by assuming additive genie effect and scoring AA, Aa, aa as
2, 1, 0 respectively as ;

H. S/'i' p—0=0.5892 '

In the same manner the column vectors of the joint distribution
of parent-offspring pairs in the second, third and fourth generations
of half-sib mating can be obtained as :

Z'2)=J5 C/,'1'

Z<4'=5

Where t/'-', and ^'3' are the column vectors of the

frequencies ofthe half-sib pairs from first, second and third genera
tions of half-sib mating, derived directly as that of the random
mating case. These are as shown below:
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